Reading Comprehension: Compare and Contrast

The Zoo

The zoo is a place where there are lots of different types of animals. The zoo has lions, monkeys, and bears. It also has birds, lizards, and snakes. At the zoo, you can see animals from around the world. You can’t touch the animals at the zoo, since they are too dangerous to be close to. Zoos are a great place to learn about animals.

The Farm

A farm is a place where there are animals and people grow food in the ground. The farm has horses, pigs, chickens, and cows living on it. The farmer will milk the cow to get milk. The farmer will also get eggs from the chickens. There are lots of animals on the farm. A farm also grows food such as corn and wheat.

Based on the two paragraphs, what do the zoo and the farm have in common?

a.) They both have farmers living on them.
b.) They both have lots of animals.
c.) They both provide food.
d.) They both have monkeys and lions.

Based on the two paragraphs, what is different between the zoo and the farm?

a.) They have different types of animals living in them.
b.) They have lots of animals.
c.) The farm is a long ways away from the zoo.
d.) The zoo is a dangerous place because of the animals.

Name four animals that live on a farm:
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The Zoo

The zoo is a place where there are lots of different types of animals. The zoo has lions, monkeys, and bears. It also has birds, lizards, and snakes. At the zoo, you can see animals from around the world. You can’t touch the animals at the zoo, since they are too dangerous to be close to. Zoos are a great place to learn about animals.

The Farm

A farm is a place where there are animals and people grow food in the ground. The farm has horses, pigs, chickens, and cows living on it. The farmer will milk the cow to get milk. The farmer will also get eggs from the chickens. There are lots of animals on the farm. A farm also grows food such as corn and wheat.

Based on the two paragraphs, what do the zoo and the farm have in common?

a.) They both have farmers living on them.

b.) They both have lots of animals.

c.) They both provide food.

d.) They both have monkeys and lions.

Based on the two paragraphs, what is different between the zoo and the farm?

a.) They have different types of animals living in them.

b.) They have lots of animals.

c.) The farm is a long ways away from the zoo.

d.) The zoo is a dangerous place because of the animals.

Name four animals that live on a farm:

_ horses, pigs, chickens, cows _